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/ 2A con�guration of events of a branch of a �nite complete pre�x of the unfolding thatleads to the given goal marking can be found due to the fact that its characteristic functionis a solution of a linear programming problem that is determined by the structure of therespective branch.In the present paper we adapt the existing results in order to develop a method of solvingthe problem of reachability for systems which can be represented by contextual nets.Contextual nets are models of concurrent systems with context dependent actions (cf.[MR 95] and [VSY 98]). Formally, they are Petri nets with extra arcs from places to tran-sitions, called read arcs. The read arcs to a transition make executions of this transitiondependent on presence of tokens in the connected places, but not consuming such tokens.The tokens that must be present in places connected to a transition by read arcs play therole of a context that is necessary in order to execute the transition, but that is not a�ectedby the possible execution. A token may belong to contexts of many transitions withoutpreventing such transitions from concurrent execution. Safety and unfoldings of contextualnets can be de�ned by adapting the corresponding de�nitions for standard Petri nets.The problem of reachability in contextual nets can be reduced to the problem of reacha-bility in standard Petri nets. This can be done by simulating a context of a transition as aself loop. However, such a reduction is not satisfactory since it leads to unfoldings with a lotof irrelevant branching that results from the necessity of taking into account the inessentialorders of accessing contexts. Consequently, the problem should be solved in the frameworkof the model of contextual nets rather than by reducing it to the problem of reachability instandard Petri nets.An attempt of extending the method of constructing a �nite complete pre�x of the un-folding of a contextual net is described in [VSY 98]. Unfortunately, the solution presentedthere applies only to a very particular subclass of contextual nets.The results we present in this paper apply to all �nite safe contextual nets and theyinclude both the problem of �nite complete pre�x of unfolding and the problem of checkingbranches of such a pre�x for existence of a marking. They could be obtained due to thechoice of precedence relations in occurrence nets according to the principle "x precedes y i�x necessarily ends before y starts".The concept of contextual nets is a variant of the concept introduced by [MR 95]. Pro-cesses of contextual nets are described by adapting the ideas presented in [Eng 91], [MR 95],[BCM 98], and [VSY 98].The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we de�ne contextual nets. In sections 3and 4 we de�ne processes of safe contextual nets. In section 5 we describe how processes of�nite safe contextual nets, can be represented by �nite complete pre�xes. In section 6 wedescribe the method of reducing the problem of reachability of a marking in a branch of a�nite complete pre�x of the unfolding of a contextual net to a linear programming problem.2. Contextual netsWe start with some preliminaries.For a relation R � X � Y we often write (x; y) 2 R as xRy, we de�ne the inverse asthe relation R�1 = f(y; x) : xRyg, and for A � X and B � Y we de�ne AR and RBas the sets fy : aRy for some a 2 Ag and fx : xRb for some b 2 Bg, respectively, andwe write fagR and Rfbg as aR and Rb, respectively. In particular, for a subset W ofa set X with a partial order � we have � W = fx 2 X : x � w for some w 2 Wg andW � = fx 2 X : w � x for some w 2 Wg. For relations R � X�Y and S � Y �Z we de�nethe composition of R and S as the relation RS = f(x; z) : xRy and ySz for some y 2 Y g.In particular, for mappings f : X ! Y and g : Y ! Z we de�ne the composition off and g as the mapping fg : x 7! g(f(x)). For a relation R � X � X by R+ and R� wedenote respectively the transitive and the reexive and transitive closure of R. For a relation



/ 3R � X �X and a mapping f : X ! Y we de�ne the image of R under f as the relationf(R) = f(f(x); f(x0)) 2 Y �Y : xRx0g. For a set X, by jXj we denote the cardinality of X.Contextual nets, or contextual nets of [MR 95] with positive contexts, or Petri nets withread arcs in the sense of [VSY 98], can be de�ned as follows.2.1. De�nition. A contextual net (or briey, a net) is a tuple N = (P; T; F;C; I), where(1) P is a set of state elements (places),(2) T is a set of transition elements (transitions,) such that P \ T = ;,(3) F � P � T [ T � P is a ow relation such that Ft 6= ; and tF 6= ; for all t 2 T ,(4) C � T � P is a context relation such that C \ F = ; and C�1 \ F = ;,(5) I � P is an initial state (initial marking). 2We denote by U the set P [ T , and we use subscripts, UN , PN , TN , FN , CN , IN , whennecessary.Each state element p 2 P represents a place in which some objects, called tokens mayappear.Each multiset s of places, that is a function s : P ! f0; 1; 2; :::g, represents a collectionof tokens, s(p) tokens in each place p 2 P , called a state or a marking of N . In particular,I represents an initial collection, one token in each place p 2 I and no tokens in each placep 2 P � I.Each transition element t 2 T represents a transition that consumes a collection of tokens,one token from each place of the set Ft, and produces a collection of tokens, one token ineach place of the set tF , in the presence of a collection of tokens, one token in each placeof the set Ct, the latter collection playing the role of a context that must be present whent is executed, but is not a�ected by the execution of t. Such a transition element is said tobe enabled in a state s if the collections corresponding to Ft and Ct are contained in thecollection represented by s, and then it transforms s to s0 = (s� Ft) + tF .Finally, the net N is said to be safe if s(p) � 1 for all places p 2 P and all statess that are reachable from the initial state I in the sense that there is a �nite sequenceI = s0; s1; :::; sk = s of states and a �nite sequence t1; :::; tk of transitions such that ti+1 isenabled in si and it transforms si to si+1.2.2. Example. The graph in �gure 1 represents the contextual net N = (P; T; F;C; I) withP = fp; q; p0; q0g, T = fv;w; v0; w0g, F = f(p; v); (v; p0); (p0; v0); (v0; p); (q; w); (w; q0); (q0; w0);(w0; q)g, C = f(p;w); (q; v)g, I = fp; qg. 2
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/ 43. Occurrence netsA process of a contextual net can be de�ned as an occurrence contextual net as de�nedbelow with a suitable mapping to the considered contextual net.3.1. De�nition. A contextual occurrence net (or briey, an occurrence net) is a netN = (P; T; F;C; I) with the following properties:(1) for each p 2 P there exists at most one t 2 T such that tFp,(2) (F [FC)�, the reexive and transitive closure of the relation F [FC, is a partial order�, called the precedence relation, such that each element of U = P [T has only a �nitenumber of predecessors with respect to �, (a �nitary partial order),(3) (� [C�1F )�, the reexive and transitive closure of the relation � [C�1F , is a quasi-order �, called the strong precedence relation, such that, for each element of U , therestriction of � to the set of predecessors of this element with respect to � is a partialorder,(4) the relation ], where u]u0 if t � u and t0 � u0 for t; t0 2 T such that t 6= t0 and pF tand pF t0 for a some p 2 P (the conict relation), is irreexive, that is such that u]u0implies u 6= u0.(5) I is min, the set of those elements of P that are minimal with respect to �. 2We use subscripts, �N , �N , ]N , minN , when necessary.Our de�nition of a contextual occurrence net is essentially as that in [BCM 98]. It issimilar in spirit also to the de�nition of an occurrence net given in [VSY 98]. It di�ers fromthe latter in de�ning the precedence relation � as the reexive and transitive closure of therelation F [ FC rather than the reexive and transitive closure of the relation F [C. Sucha de�nition, which corresponds to the de�nition of the causal dependency relation in [BCM98], allows us to guarantee the important property stated in the proposition 3.9 below.A contextual occurrence net N as de�ned represents a process that may branch, eachbranch corresponding to one of a number of possible runs of the process. Each state elementp 2 P represents an occurrence of a fact. Each transition element t 2 T represents anoccurrence of an action, (an event). For each event t 2 T , the sets Ct, Ft, tF representrespectively the context in which t occurs and the state elements t consumes and produces.The precedence relation � describes how state elements and events follow one another. Inparticular, each event that consumes a state element follows this element, each state elementproduced by an event follows this event, and each event that has in its context a stateelement produced by an event follows this event (but not the state element itself since suchan element is not consumed). Note that, according to (3) of 2.1, only state elements can beminimal w.r. to �.The strong precedence relation � allows to impose on each run of the represented processthe requirement that there is no consumption of a state element before completing all theevents having this element in the context. The union of the conict relation ] and therestriction of � to nonidentical elements corresponds to the asymmetric conict relation of[BCM 98].3.2. Example. An occurrence net with state elements a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h and events �; �; ; �;"; ', where aF�, �Fc, bF�, �Fd, cF, Fe, dF�, �Ff , eF", "Fg, fF', 'Fh, aC�, aC',bC�, bC", is shown in �gure 2. This net has two branches: one corresponding to theexecution of �; ; ", and the other corresponding to the execution of �; �; '. 2
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Figure 2
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�� @@F F" ?? '??F Fjg jh3.3. De�nition. A con�guration of an occurrence net N = (P; T; F;C; I) is a set V � Tof events of N such that:(1) (� V ) \ T � V (V is lower closed w.r. to the the restriction of the precedence relation� to T ),(2) V does not contain events t and t0 such that t]t0 (V is conict-free),(3) the restriction of the strong precedence relation � to the set V is a partial order (V isacyclic w.r. to the strong precedence relation �). 2Given an occurrence net N and its con�guration V as de�ned, the set V = I [ V [ V Fis called the closure of V . The restriction of N to V is an occurrence net, called the historycorresponding to V and written as hist(V ). The restriction of the strong precedence relation� to V is a partial order, and it coincides with �hist(V ), the strong precedence relation ofhist(V ). Each maximal antichain of V with respect to this partial order is called a cut ofN . Such a cut is said to be proper if it does not contain events. In particular, if the set ofthose elements of V that are maximal with respect to �hist(V ) is a maximal antichain of Vwith respect to �hist(V ) then it is a proper cut, called the resulting cut of V and written ascut(V ).Given a cut Z, it follows from the de�nitions that the set of events belonging to � Z isa con�guration. We write such a con�guration as conf(Z) and say that Z is reachable ifconf(Z) is �nite. It is clear that conf(cut(V )) = V for each con�guration V that has theresulting cut, cut(V ).Con�gurations of N are ordered by the relation: V v V 0 i� V � V 0 and (�hist(V 0) V )\T �V , that is i� each event that is a predecessor of an event of V with respect to the strongprecedence relation of hist(V 0) belongs to V . Moreover, according to 3.1, for each event t 2 T



/ 6there exists at least one con�guration containing t, namely the con�guration (� t)\ T , andthis con�guration is �nite and minimal in the set of con�gurations which contain t.Cuts of N are ordered by the relation: Z ) Z 0 i� conf(Z) v conf(Z 0) and each z 2 Zhas in Z 0 an upper bound z0 with respect to �hist(conf(Z0)).As the precedence relation � is �nitary, N has the least cut, namely minN , the set ofthose state elements that are minimal with respect to �.We say that N is well bounded if it has the greatest cut Z and coincides with hist(conf(Z))for this cut. If N is well bounded then � is a partial order and the greatest cut is maxN ,the set of maximal elements of N with respect to this order.Finally, we say that N is �nite if the set of state elements and events of N is �nite.3.4. Example. The sets ;, f�g, f�g, f�; g, f�; �g, f�; ; "g, f�; �; 'g are con�gurationsof the occurrence net in �gure 2. We have; = cut(;) = fa; bg,f�g = fa; b; c; �g, cut(f�g) = fb; cg,f�g = fa; b; d; �g, cut(f�g) = fa; dg,f�; g = fa; b; c; e; �; g, cut(f�; g) = fb; eg,f�; �g = fa; b; d; f; �; �g, cut(f�; �g) = fa; fg,f�; ; "g = fa; b; c; e; g; �; ; "g, cut(f�; ; "g) = fb; gg,f�; �; 'g = fa; b; d; f; h; �; �; 'g, cut(f�; �; 'g) = fa; hg,; v f�g v f�; g v f�; "g,; v f�g v f�; �g v f�; �; 'g.Moreover, the sets fb; �g, fb; g, fb; "g, fa; �g, fa; �g, fa; 'g are unproper cuts, and we havefa; bg ) fb; �g ) fb; cg ) fb; g ) fb; eg ) fb; "g ) fb; gg,fa; bg ) fa; �g ) fa; dg ) fa; �g ) fa; fg ) fa; 'g ) fa; hg. 2The following propositions allow us to consider con�gurations as partial runs of the re-spective process and cuts as potential stages of process development.Let N = (P; T; F;C; I) be an occurrence net.3.5. Proposition. Given a con�guration V of N , and an event v 2 V , each element of theset Fv [Cv belongs to I or to v0F with v0 2 V such that v0 � v and v0 6= v, and it does notbelong to Fv00 for any v00 2 V such that v00 � v and v00 6= v. 2Proof outline: The �rst part of the proposition follows from the fact that for each p 2Fv [ Cv such that p does not belong to I there exists v0 2 T such that p 2 v0F and,consequently, v0 � v, that is v0 2 V .For the second part it su�ces to notice that the conditions p 2 Fv and v00 6= v excludep 2 Fv00, and that the conditions p 2 Cv and p 2 Fv00 imply v � v00. 23.6. Proposition. Given an event t 2 T , and a state element p 2 Ct, such a state elementbelongs to each cut of N which contains t. 2Proof outline: Suppose that Z is a cut that contains t and that V is a con�guration suchthat Z is a maximal antichain of hist(V ) with respect to �0=�hist(V ). Then p is a stateelement of hist(V ) since either p 2 I or p 2 uF for some u 2 T , where u 2 V due to p 2 Ct.There is no z 2 Z such that z 6= p and z �0 p since otherwise there would be z � t in spiteof z; t 2 Z. There is no z 2 Z such that z 6= p and p �0 z since otherwise there would beq 2 Z such that q 6= p and p �0 q and this would imply the existence of v 2 V such thatq 2 vF and, consequently, t �0 v �0 q in spite of q; t 2 Z. Hence p 2 Z. 2



/ 73.7. Proposition. Given a cut Z of N , the con�guration V = conf(Z), and an eventt 2 T , if Ft [ Ct � Z then:(1) V 0 = V [ ftg is a con�guration of N ,(2) V v V 0,(3) Z 0 = (Z � Ft) [ tF is a cut of N ,(4) conf(Z 0) = V 0. 2Proof outline: For (1), suppose that u � t for some u 2 T . Then either u = t and,consequently, u 2 V 0, or u � p for some p 2 Ft [ Ct � Z and, consequently, u 2 V 0.Moreover, there is no v 2 V such that t � v since then there would be p � q for some p 2 Ftand q 2 Z such that v � q, and this would contradict p; q 2 Z.For (2), it su�ces to notice that v �0 t for v 2 T and v 6= t and �0=�hist(V 0) implies v � pfor some p 2 Ft [ Ct or v 2 Z and, consequently, v 2 V , as required. (3) and (4) followfrom the fact that Z 0 is the set of maximal elements of hist(V 0). 23.8. Proposition. For each reachable cut Z of N there exists a �nite sequence t1; :::; tnof events of N and a �nite chain minN = Z0 ) Z1 ) ::: ) Zn = Z of cuts such thateach ti is enabled at Zi�1 and it has the result Zi in the sense that Fti [ Cti � Zi�1 andconf(Zi) = conf(Zi�1) [ ftig. 2Proof outline: The proposition follows by induction on the number of events in conf(Z)taking into account 3.7. 23.9. Proposition. Given a con�guration V of N that has the resulting cut, cut(V ), therestriction of N to the set of those u 2 (cut(V ) �) for which the context of each eventt 2 (cut(V ) �) such that t � u is contained in (cut(V ) �) is an occurrence net, written astailN(V ). Moreover, for each con�guration V 0 of N such that V v V 0, the set V 0 � V is acon�guration of tailN(V ). 2Proof outline: The fact that tailN(V ) is an occurrence net is a direct consequence of theproperties of N . In order to prove that for V v0 V 0 the set V 0 � V is a con�guration oftailN(V ) it su�ces to notice that all the state elements that are in contexts of events oftailN(V ) must be in the set (cut(V ) �) and hence the conditions that u is an event oftailN(V ) and that u � v imply u 2 V 0 � V . 24. Processes of contextual netsIn general, processes of contextual nets can be de�ned as contextual occurrence nets withsuitable mappings to the considered contextual nets. Such mappings, called in the sequelmorphisms, can be de�ned as follows.4.1. De�nition. A morphism from a net N to a net N 0 is a triple m : N ! N 0, where mis a mapping from UN to UN 0 such that(1) m(PN) � PN 0 and m(TN) � TN 0,(2) m(FNt) = FN 0m(t) and m(tFN) = m(t)FN 0 and m(CNt) = CN 0m(t) for all t 2 T ,(3) the restriction of m to ftg [ FNt [ CN t [ tFN a bijection from ftg [ FNt [ CN t [ tFNto fm(t)g [ FN 0m(t) [ CN 0m(t) [m(t)FN 0 for all t 2 TN ,(4) the restriction of m to IN is a bijection from IN to IN 0. 24.2. De�nition. Given a contextual net N0, a concrete branching process (or briey, aconcrete process) of N0 is a tuple M = (P; T; F;C; I;m), where onet(M) = (P; T; F;C; I)



/ 8is an occurrence net, and mor(M) = m is a net morphism such that, for all t0; t00 2 T , therelations Ft0 = Ft00 and Ct0 = Ct00 and m(t0) = m(t00) imply t0 = t00. 2We use subscripts, UM , PM , TM , FM , CM , IM , �M , ]M , �M , mM , when necessary, andwe apply to M the terminology introduced for occurrence nets. By con�gurations (resp.:histories, cuts) of M we mean con�gurations (resp.: histories, cuts) of onet(M). By minM(resp.: maxM) we denote minonet(M) (resp.: maxonet(M)). For each cut Z of M by tailM(Z)we mean tailonet(M)(Z). We say that M is well bounded (resp.: �nite) if such is onet(M).The condition imposed on the morphism m is exactly as in [Eng 91].Note that each contextual net has a concrete process, namely the process that consistsof the restriction of this net to its initial state and of the embedding of this this restrictioninto the net.4.3. Example. The structureM = (P; T; F;C; I;m), where (P; T; F;C; I) is the occurrencenet in �gure 2 and m is the morphism from this net to the contextual net in �gure 1 thatis de�ned as follows is a concrete process of the net in �gure 1: m(a) = m(e) = p, m(b) =m(f) = q, m(c) = m(g) = p0, m(d) = m(h) = q0, m(�) = m(") = v, m(�) = m(') = w,m() = v0, m(�) = w0 . 24.4. De�nition. Given a contextual net N0, a process morphism (or briey, a morphism)from a concrete process M of N0 to a concrete process M 0 of N0 is a net morphism h :onet(M)! onet(M 0) such that hmM 0 = mM . 24.5. De�nition. Given a contextual net N0, an abstract branching process (or briey, anabstract process, or a process) of N0 is an isomorphism class of concrete processes of N0. 2The occurrence net with anonymous labelled elements in �gure 3 can be regarded as anabstract process of the net in �gure 1.Let N0 be a contextual net.4.6. De�nition. Given two abstract processes � and �0 of N0, the process � is said toapproximate the process �0, written as � �N0 �0, if there exists an injective morphism froma concrete process M 2 � to a concrete process M 0 2 �0. 24.7. Theorem. The relation �N0 is a partial order. 2Proof outline: The proof is essentially as in [Eng 91] with the representation of eachabstract process � of N0 by the unique canonical memberM of � in which each x 2 UM =PM [ TM coincides with its code de�ned recursively by the formulacod(x) = (mM(x); cod(FMx); cod(CMx)). 24.8. Theorem. The set of abstract processes of N0 with the partial order �N0 is a completelattice. 2Proof outline: The proof is as in [Eng 91].By Processes(N0) we denote the lattice of abstract processes of N0 with the partial order�N0 .
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Figure 3
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�� @@v?? w??mp0 mq04.9. De�nition. The unfolding (or the behaviour) of N0 is the gretest element of thelattice Processes(N0), written as unf(N0). Each concrete process in the isomorphism classunf(N0) is called a concrete unfolding of N0. 2In the rest of the paper we restrict ourselves to safe contextual nets.The following proposition is a simple consequence of 3.8.4.10. Proposition. A contextual net N0 is safe i� each concrete processM = (P; T; F;C; I;m) of N0 enjoys the following property:for all p0; p00 2 P such that p0 6= p00, the equality m(p0) = m(p00) implies that there is no cutof M containing both p0 and p00. 24.11. De�nition. Given a cut Z of the underlying occurrence net of a concrete processM of a safe contextual net N0, the state or the marking of M at Z, stateM(Z), is de�ned asfollows: stateM(Z) = fmorM (z) : z 2 Zg: 2



/ 10From 3.8 and 4.10 we obtain that this de�nition is consistent with the standard de�nitionof reachable markings.4.12. Proposition. Given a contextual net N0, a set s � PN0 is a reachable state of N0 i�there exists a reachable cut Z of a concrete process M of N0 such that s = stateM(Z). 25. Unfoldings of �nite safe contextual netsThe unfolding of a safe contextual net contains information about all reachable states of thisnet. In this section we show that if a net is also �nite then this information is contained in a�nite pre�x of the unfolding, and we adapt the known algorithm of McMillan of constructingsuch a pre�x (cf. [McM 93]). Due to the speci�c de�nitions of the relations of precedenceand strong precedence in contextual occurrence nets, these results do not need any particularrestrictions as in [VSY 98] of the class of nets.Let N0 be a �nite safe contextual net.5.1. De�nition. Given a concrete unfolding M of N0, a con�guration V of M is said tobe prime if it has a unique event t that is maximal w.r. to the restriction to V of the strongprecedence relation �M of M . The set of prime con�gurations with the unique maximalevent t is denoted by [t]. 2The following proposition is a direct consequence of de�nitions.5.2. Proposition. Each prime con�guration of the underlying occurrence net of a concreteunfolding of N0 is �nite. 25.3. De�nition. A prime con�guration of a concrete unfolding of N0 is said to be a cut-o�con�guration of M if it contains two di�erent prime subcon�gurations V 0 and V 00 such thatV 0 v V 00 and stateM(cut(V 0)) = stateM(cut(V 00)). 25.4. De�nition. An event t of a concrete unfolding of N0 is said to be a cut-o� event(resp.: an informative event) if each prime con�guration V 2 [t] is a cut-o� con�guration(resp.: there exists a prime V 2 [t] that is not a cut-o� con�guration). 25.5. Example. The net in �gure 4 has a concrete unfolding whose pre�x is shown in�gure 5. The restriction of this pre�x that corresponds to the events ; '; " is a completepre�x of the unfolding. Note that " is an informative event since ["] = ff; "g; f; '; "gg,and f; '; "g is a prime con�guration in ["] which has not any prime proper subcon�gurationwith the resulting marking fp0; q0g. On the other hand,  is a cut-o� event since each primesubcon�guration in [ ] = ff; ";  g; f; '; ";  gg has a prime subcon�guration with the sameresulting marking. 25.6. Theorem. Given a concrete unfolding M of N0, the set of informative events ofM , written as inf(M), is �nite. Moreover, the restriction of M to the set I [ inf(M) [inf(M)FM , written as B(M), is a pre�x of M in the sense that it approximates M . 2
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mp0c mpe ?F v0 ?F mq f@@@@CF Fv" ?? w '??F Fmp0g mq0 hv0 ?F ?F mpiProof outline: Suppose that inf(M) is in�nite. Then the set of prime con�gurations thatare not cut-o� ones, denoted by ncc(M), is in�nite as well. As each con�guration in this sethas in this set only a �nite number of direct successors, there exists an in�nite chainV1 v V2 v :::such that each Vi is in ncc(M) and it is di�erent from Vi+1. As N0 is �nite, the set ofstates of M is �nite. Consequently, there exists a state s such that s = stateM(cut(Vi)) =stateM(cut(Vj)) for some i < j. However, this implies that Vj is a cut-o� con�guration,which contradicts Vj 2 ncc(M).The second part of the theorem follows from the fact that if a prime con�guration in [t]does not contain two di�erent subcon�gurations with the same state at the resulting cutsthen the same holds true for each event t0 such that t0 � t. 25.7. Theorem. Given a concrete unfolding M of N0, the pre�x B(M) of M is complete inthe sense that for each reachable state s of N0 there exists a con�guration V of B(M) suchthat stateB(M)(cut(V )) = s. 2Proof outline: If V is a �nite con�guration of M such that stateM(cut(V )) = s and Vdoes not contain a cut-o� event then V is a con�guration of B(M), as required. OtherwiseV contains a cut-o� event t and a prime cut-o� con�guration V 0 2 [t] such that V 0 v Vand stateM(cut(V 0)) = stateM(cut(V 00)) for some V 00 such that V 00 v V 0 and V 00 6= V 0. AstailM(cut(V 0)) is isomorphic to tailM(cut(V 00)), there exists a con�guration W that containsless events than V such that stateM(cut(W )) = s. Consequently, by replacing V by W anditerating this procedure, we come to a con�guration in B(M), as required. 2



/ 126. Examining the internal structure of con�gurationsThe construction of a �nite complete pre�x of the unfolding of a �nite safe contextualnet results in a concrete process of the net with a �nite set of maximal con�gurations.Consequently, in order to �nd out how to reach a state with given contents of certain placesit su�ces to investigate the subcon�gurations of the maximal con�gurations of the �nitecomplete pre�x. In this section we show that it is possible with a modi�ed version of themethod of Esparza of representing the problem as a problem of linear programming (cf.[Espa 93]).Let N0 be a �nite safe contextual net.By modifying the ideas of [Espa 93] one can obtain the following results.6.1. Proposition. Given a concrete unfolding M of N0, its con�guration V , and anonempty family (Vk : k 2 K) of subcon�gurations of V , the set S(Vk : k 2 K) is acon�guration of M and it is the least upper bound of the family (Vk : k 2 K) with respectto the partial order v. 26.2. Proposition. Given a concrete unfolding M of N0, its con�guration V , and twodisjoint sets S+ and S� of state elements of N0, if the set of subcon�gurations V 0 of V suchthat S+ � stateM(cut(V 0)) and S� \ stateM(cut(V 0)) = ;, written as Subconf(V; S+; S�),is nonempty, then it contains the greatest member, that is the greatest subcon�guration V 0of V such that S+ � stateM(cut(V 0)) and S� \ stateM(cut(V 0)) = ;. 26.3. Theorem. Given a concrete unfolding M of N0, its con�guration V , and two disjointsets S+ and S� of state elements of N0, if the set Subconf(V; S+; S�) is nonempty, W isthe greatest subcon�guration of V that belongs to this set, and X : V ! f0; 1g is thecharacteristic function of W as a subset of V , that is X(v) = 1 for v 2 W and X(v) = 0 forv 2 V �W , then the values of this function constitute a solution of the linear programmingproblem of �nding maximum of �(X(v) : v 2 V ) such that the following conditions aresatis�ed:(1) for every v 2 V : 0 � X(v) � 1,(2) for every p 2 FV \ V F : X(pF ) � X(Fp),where pF denotes the unique u 2 V such that pFu, and Fp denotes the unique v 2 Vsuch that vFp,(3) for every s 2 S+: �(Y (p) : p 2 H(s)) = 1,where Y (p) = 8>>><>>>:1 if p 2 minM � FV1�X(pF ) if p 2 minM \ FVX(Fp) if p 2 V F � FVX(Fp)�X(pF ) if p 2 FV \ V Fand where H(s) is the set of state elements p of minM [ V F with (mor(M))(p) = s,(4) for every s 2 S�: �(Y (p) : p 2 H(s)) = 0,(5) for every u; v 2 V such that uFp and pCv for some p: X(v) � X(u),(6) for every u; v 2 V such that pCu and pFv for some p: X(v) � X(u). 2Proof outline: The inequations (1) follow from the fact that X is a characteristic function.The inequations (2), (5), (6) follow from the fact that W is a subcon�guration of V . Theequations (3) and (4) reect the fact that the resulting cut of W has a state element p with



/ 13(mor(M))(p) = s0 whenever s0 2 S+ and it has not any state element q with (mor(M))(q) =s00 whenever s00 2 S�. Finally, the maximality of �(X(v) : v 2 V ) implies that W is thegreatest member of Subconf(V; S+; S�). 26.4. Theorem. Given a concrete unfolding M of N0, its con�guration V , and two disjointsets S+ and S� of state elements of N0, if the linear programming problem as in 6.3 hasno solution then the set Subconf(V; S+; S�) is empty. Otherwise this problem has a uniquesolution and this solution is the set of values of the characteristic function of the greatestmember of Subconf(V; S+; S�). 2Proof outline: It su�ces to prove that the existence of a solution of the considered linearprogramming problem implies the existence of a solution consisting of integers, and then toprove that the subset of V it de�nes is the greatest member of Subconf(V; S+; S�).The proof can be carried out by properly modifying the line of [Espa 93].First of all, if X is a solution of the considered linear programming problem and eachcomponent X(v) is replaced by the least integer not less than X(v), denoted by X 0(v), thenX 0 and the corresponding Y 0 satisfy (1) - (6) of 6.3. In fact, only (3) of 6.3 is not trivial.For a proof of (3) of 6.3 it su�ces to notice that each set H(s) with s 2 S+ is containedin a chain p0 � v1 � p1 � ::: � vn � pn, and to consider�(Y (p) : p 2 H(s)) = (1�X(v1)) + (X(v1)�X(v2)) + :::+ (X(vn�1)�X(vn) +X(vn) = 1:Due to (2), (5), and (6), there exists i such that X(vj) > 0 for 1 � j � i and X(vj) = 0 fori+ 1 � j � n. Moreover, (1 �X(v1)) � 0, (X(v1)�X(v2)) � 0,..., (X(vi�1)�X(vi)) � 0,X(vi) � 0, and Y (pi) > 0. Consequently, pi 2 H(s). Thus X 0(vj) = 1 for 1 � j � i andX 0(vj) = 0 for i + 1 � j � n. This implies Y 0(pi) = 1 and Y 0(pj) = 0 for i + 1 � j � n.Hence �(Y 0(p) : p 2 H(s)) = 1 as required.The fact that X 0 satis�es (1) - (6) of 6.3 and �(X 0(v) : v 2 V ) � �(X(v) : v 2 V )implies that there must be X 0 = X. This means that if a solution of the considered linearprogramming problem exists, it must consist of integers, it must be unique, and it must bethe characteristic function of a subset W of V .Finally, from (1) - (6) it follows easily thatW is a subcon�guration of V and from the max-imality of �(X(v) : v 2 V ) it follows that W is the greatest member of Subconf(V; S+; S�).26.5. Example. Consider the con�guration V = f�; ; "g of the concrete process ofthe net in �gure 1 that corresponds to the occurrence net in �gure 2 and to the ab-stract process in �gure 3. Suppose that S+ = fp0g and S� = ;. The greatest con�g-uration in Subconf(V; S+; S�) can be obtained by �nding X(�), X(), X(") such thatX(�) +X() +X(") is maximal provided that the following conditions are satis�ed:0 � X(�);X();X(") � 1;X(") � X() � X(�);Y (c) = X(�) �X() = 1:It is easy to see that this takes place for X(�) = 1 and X() = X(") = 0. 27. ConclusionsWe have been considering the problem of reachability of a goal state of a contextual netfrom the initial state of this net. We have described how to solve this problem for �nite safecontextual nets by adapting the methods elaborated for standard Petri nets. In particular,
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